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The Bond score
(25 not out)
David Edwards
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Vic Flick from the John Barry Seven was the guitarist who played that now legendry
guitar solo
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t’s hard to believe that it’s almost sixty years since I visited my local Odeon Wood
Green to see Dr. No following its premiere in October 1962. I had previously
read the book and awaited the release of the film with great anticipation. Once
the film opened, I was not only captivated by Sean Connery as Bond, but the music
made an enormous impact. Audiences had never heard anything quite like it where
Monty Norman composed the mostly calypso related score, but it was John Barry’s
stunning arrangement of Norman’s James Bond Theme that greatly enhanced the
soundtrack. Both producers, Cubby Broccoli and Harry Saltzman disliked Norman’s
original theme and hence why John Barry was asked to step in at film editor Peter
Hunt’s request. That theme of course has now become so iconic and famous and has
been for sixty years where it’s nothing like Norman’s original. It probably remains the
most recognised theme on film and it’s staggering that Barry was paid only £200 to
arrange it. Vic Flick from the John Barry Seven was the guitarist who played that now
legendry guitar solo where he was paid seven pounds, ten shillings for providing what
was to become cinema history. Editor Peter Hunt felt the re-arranged music worked
so well that he kept inserting it throughout his edit. This was certainly not what John
Barry expected as he assumed the theme would be used only a couple of times. When
he asked for more money, he was refused but assured they would return to him should
there be a second Bond film.
Dr. No made a healthy profit and twelve months later in 1963 From Russia With
Love opened with Lionel Bart writing the title song sung by Matt Monro. John Barry
had written the entire score where his guitarist Vic Flick was now part of his orchestra.
Even though the Matt Monro song was a top twenty hit, it was surprising the song did
not feature during the film’s opening credits but was played over the closing credits.
However, a small part of the song is heard on Bond’s transistor radio during one
particular scene, and it is John Barry’s instrumental version that is played on the
opening credits. The musical template had been laid for the series that was eventually
to unfold. Someone on the production wanted Lionel Bart to write the entire score,
but director Terence Young tried to convince Broccoli and Saltzman to use John Barry
as they certainly owed him. Saltzman really wanted Bart while Broccoli was not so
keen, but both were uncertain of Barry’s youth and lack of experience. Thankfully,
director Terence Young persuaded both producers to go with Barry. Had he not been
taken on, our Bond music over the coming years would have been very different.
Only eleven months passed when Goldfinger opened September 1964. John Barry
was asked to write both the score and title song where Leslie Bricusse and Anthony
Newley provided the lyrics. The title song was a massive hit for Shirley Bassey that
set the tone for future Bond scores. The powerful Bassey song was played over both
opening and closing credits and went on to be a huge feature of her stage concerts.
Ironically Saltzman disliked the song and is on record saying that if there was more
time available, he would have cut it. The Bond sound had now well and truly been
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established where the soundtrack LP became extremely popular. John Barry had
delivered a very special sound that had become an integral part of the Bond franchise.
When the LP reached number one in the American charts, Harry Saltzman upon
meeting Barry, said quickly – ‘thank you` and promptly vanished. John Barry had
certainly arrived, and his music was without doubt accepted as the Bond sound!
Following legal problems, Thunderball eventually opened December 1965. Don
Black had written the lyrics for the title song where during the recording singer Tom
Jones had to hold his final note for nine seconds. This resulted in the singer almost
passing out, but still delivered a brilliant performance. John Barry’s music was again
magnificent as he composed a superb new theme - Mr. Kiss Kiss Bang Bang that
Shirley Bassey had recorded but her version was not included in the film. The theme
was wonderful and was used for various different moods. 007 was another great theme
that was first used in From Russia With Love and was included with the now famous
James Bond Theme. The entire score worked so well on many levels with the various
different tones required where the composing task was massive as Barry needed to
provide 85 minutes of screen time music. All of the arrangements of the Thunderball
theme are so gorgeous as they brilliantly stand out both on the LP and in the film. The
title song was extremely popular but surprisingly reached only 35 in the UK charts.
Thunderball took more money world-wide than Goldfinger and together with the
stunning music and arrangements had a unique formula. This would carry well into
the forthcoming series.
You Only Live Twice premiered June 1967 where John Barry had again delivered
yet another blockbusting score coupled with a beautiful title song. The song had lyrics
by Leslie Bricusse and performed by Nancy Sinatra and was said that the recording
took over thirty takes. Despite that, it sounded lovely with Barry’s beautiful string
arrangement where it reached number eleven in the UK charts. Mountains and
Sunsets and Capsule in Space tracks were extremely impressive where the entire LP
was a total delight and for many years the title song was my personal favourite of the
series. The soundtrack brilliantly captured musical flavours of Japan mixed with the
great Bond sound that had become well established.
Following Sean Connery’s departure, we had to wait two and a half years before
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service opened December 1969 with George Lazenby
as Bond. This was my very first Bond premiere I attended where once again I was
stunned by the awesome music. While we did not have a title song, John Barry along
with Louis Armstrong provided the very moving We Have All The Time In The World
plus a stomping main theme that was used for many exciting action sequences. I know
among Bond fans this score rates most highly and possibly Barry’s best ever Bond and
in my opinion is the very best. It simply is superb in every way that stands the test of
time as No Time To Die (2021) is a strong testament to with its homage. First time
Bond Lazenby is on record saying he felt the style of Bond music was dated and should
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switch to a pop/rock type score as we were moving into the seventies. We should be
thankful that Broccoli and Saltzman dismissed Lazenby’s misplaced opinions.
It was another two years until Sean Connery returned as 007 in Diamonds Are
Forever in December 1971. Don Black was back on board to write the lyrics for
the Shirley Bassey song that came over superbly. John Barry’s score was once again
brilliant even if the film did not quite live up to the expectation of Connery’s return.
The Las Vegas inspired music was extremely atmospheric plus several other wonderful
themes and moods. Bassey’s title song is heard on both opening and closing credits
to great effect. Certainly, this was Connery’s weakest Bond, but again the composer
delivered a superb score that easily compensated for any disappointments the film
might have had. Interesting to note that Harry Saltzman again disliked the song when
making some very unkind comments where that factor would carry over into the next
film. He hated the melody and found the lyrics far too rude, but Don Black claimed
they were merely provocative, thankfully Broccoli liked the song.
With Connery having finally vacated his 007 shoes it was now up to Roger Moore
to step into the part for Live And Let Die that premiered July 1973. John Barry was
unhappy on the previous film with Harry Saltzman’s comments about the title song.
He was also not happy with director Guy Hamilton’s vision and decided to concentrate
on his musical films and stage musical Billy and therefore left the Bond series. The
seven previous films had his involvement and producers faced their first Bond without
him. Paul and Linda McCartney had been asked to write and sing a demo for the title
song where George Martin arranged and recorded it. Broccoli and Saltzman liked the
song and loved Martin’s arrangement and he was soon hired to write the entire score.
When the producers asked Martin who should sing the song, he told them it had to be
McCartney and nobody else. Had they denied McCartney singing his own song it’s
possible it might have been withdrawn. Martin’s score works very well as he provided
some interesting themes and moods. Paul and Linda McCartney’s title song certainly
performed well and went to number nine in the UK charts. Even right up to now
the title song is always a big feature in any McCartney concert. Because the song was
different to any previous Bond song, some fans found it hard to accept, but it soon
became popular and is now considered a classic. The song was also nominated for an
Oscar as best original song but eventually losing out to The Way We Were by Marvin
Hamlisch whose name will surface later in the series. As for George Martin, his score
was a triumph and not easy following in the footsteps of John Barry.
Next up was The Man With The Golden Gun in December 1974. John Barry had
been heavily involved in other projects, but Cubby Broccoli was keen to get him back
on board as the film was close to completion and without a composer. This gave Barry
very little time to write the score and title song where it became his fastest written
and recorded work. The result was not the greatest as both composer and lyricist Don
Black were not entirely happy for something that was cobbled together so quickly.
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Lulu sung the title song where even she felt she was not right for it, but she wanted to
work with Barry and her good friend Don Black. Both the single and the LP failed
to chart in America and UK, this was a first for the Bond franchise in nine films.
Throughout the film, the music does reflect and relate to many scenes and locations
quite well, but over-all, the score and song had not lived up to the high standards of
previous soundtracks in the series.
The previous film did quite well financially, but general opinion was that it under
achieved and was below par. Following a two and a half year wait The Spy Who
Loved Me opened July 1977 with Roger Moore in his third and certainly best Bond
outing. Harry Saltzman had sold his share of the franchise to United Artists leaving
Cubby Broccoli as the sole producer and he wanted John Barry to compose the score.
However, Barry was living in Spain and had become a tax exile and couldn’t work in
the UK. Enter a young American with a great CV named Marvin Hamlisch who had
won a Tony for his stage show A Chorus Line plus four Grammy Awards and was also
an Oscar winner. The young and talented Hamlisch was hired to write both the score
and title song where he partnered up with Carole Bayer Sager who wrote the lyrics.
Nobody Does It Better was the song and performed beautifully by Carly Simon where
it reached number seven in the UK charts. It was an initial worry to have a title song
without quoting the film title, but the lyricist cleverly included the line – ‘like heaven
above me, the spy who loved me` and turned out to be a gorgeous title song. For me
personally, it is still my favourite Bond song from the entire series. Hamlisch’s score
was excellent and while remaining traditional, he was able to update certain aspects
of it together with some very good themes where his instrumental recordings of his
title song are beautiful. Hamlisch had delivered an outstanding title song that in later
years was to become most iconic and also used in TV adverts as well as being the most
played Bond song on radio. At the 1978 Oscars the score was nominated for both Best
Original Score and Best Original Song where this was the very first time a Bond score
had been nominated. It was also only the second time a Bond title song had been
nominated. It’s very harsh that John Barry was never given any Oscar recognition
for his work on Bond and while he won five Oscars for his other brilliant work, I still
found the Bond omission to be an unjust mystery, perhaps the Academy never took
the Bond music that seriously. Some of us certainly took it very seriously! The song
Nobody Does It Better says it all really!
For Your Eyes only was scheduled as the next film, but because of the success of
Star Wars, Broccoli decided that Bond needed to go into space and hence Moonraker
premiered June 1979. Roger Moore was now a tax exile along with other production
members and was the reason the film was shot in Paris. This also opened the door for
John Barry to return to compose the score and title song together with lyricist Hal
David. Shirley Bassey was on hand to sing the song that not only featured on both
opening and closing credits, but the end credit version had an inspired faster tempo.
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The score was again outstanding even if the film itself was too comical with far too
many jokes. Even though the film was somewhat lacking, Barry’s music once again
elevated the film to another level.
Eventually, For Your Eyes Only opened June 1981. John Barry would have written
the score, but his heavy workload prevented his involvement. He recommended Bill
Conti who was a much sought after composer and was taken on. Conti co-wrote the
title song with Mike Leeson where Sheena Easton provided the vocals and became the
first singer to visually appear during the opening credits. The song was very popular
and reached number eight in the UK charts and four in the US charts plus also being
nominated for an Oscar. Conti did extremely well with his music that contained some
good new themes plus lovely instrumental variations of his title song.
Octopussy premiered June 1983. John Barry had finally settled his UK tax
problems and was now able to return to England and take up his baton. Don Black
was unavailable to write the lyrics for the title song, so Barry invited Tim Rice to step
in. Rice found the film title Octopussy a very strange subject to write about where he
wrote several new songs for the title where All Time High was selected. Rita Coolidge
sung the vocal and while it did not perform well in the singles charts, it was a beautiful
song and equally it made for some brilliant instrumental variations throughout. The
film itself was extremely comical and often very silly in places where some cynics even
named it ‘Carry on Bond`! The LP soundtrack was once again high quality from Barry
and truly displays the genius of the man even when the film is average or in some
people’s opinions, not so good.
Almost two years later A View To A Kill became Roger Moore’s final Bond. John
Barry was back as composer but did not have complete control over the title song that
was jointly written with rock band Duran Duran who had previously been appointed
to record the song. The writing process was lengthy and messy that rested uneasily
with Barry, but the recording became the first Bond single to reach number one in
the US charts and hit number two in the UK. The song stands up well today where
Barry again gave us a brilliant score that superbly incorporated the title song’s theme.
He also wrote a wonderful action theme titled He’s Dangerous that works so well in
the film and on the LP/CD. Despite Barry not enjoying his collaboration with Duran
Duran, both the score and title song came over well and compensated for a James
Bond that was looking somewhat old for the part.
Just over two years passing, Timothy Dalton was the new Bond in The Living
Daylights that opened June 1987. Pierce Brosnan was meant to play 007 but he was
still tied to his USA TV contract. John Barry was again on board what was to become
his very last Bond. Barry’s unhappy time working with a rock group on the previous
film was well documented and the situation reprised itself on this film. This time the
band were a-ha as he collaborated with the Norwegian group to write the title song. The
experience was most trying for him as he was used to having complete control of music
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and title song. The new method did not rest easy with him as the collaboration process
was frustrating and most tiresome. Barry had written a lovely theme and song titled If
There Was A Man and recorded it with Chrissie Hynde. The song was eventually used
over the closing credits and sounds very nice, while the a-ha song was the preferred
choice on the opening credits. John Barry’s final Bond score was still a brilliant piece
of work and a fitting end to his massive contribution to the Bond franchise and dare I
say, an extremely vital part of the success of the series. Without his contribution over
25 years the soundtracks of those films would have been very different.
Licence To Kill opened June 1989 and eventually became Timothy Dalton’s final
Bond. John Barry was unwell, and producers settled for Michael Kamen to write the
score as he had worked on several big hit films. Three other writers wrote the powerful
title song sung by Gladys Knight that starts with a powerful Goldfinger type brass
introduction. The song was generally well received where it reached six in the UK
charts and performed well in Europe. However, the song failed to reach the USA top
hundred. Kamen’s score was very non-Bond and did nothing for me where I felt it was
lacking in atmosphere and themes. Kamen never really acquired a Bond feel with the
music despite his overuse of the James Bond Theme. I personally felt Kamen was the
wrong choice.
Various MGM-UA problems and disputes delayed the next Bond by six long
years when Goldeneye eventually opened in 1995 together with Pierce Brosnan
finally making his Bond debut. Cubby Broccoli had retired, and we had daughter
Barbara Broccoli with Michael G Wilson as producers. MGM-UA had asked Bono
and The Edge to write the title song and Bono asked Tina Turner to record it. Turner
delivered a mighty performance that sold the song very well. However, MGM-UA
were still hoping John Barry would return, but that option was dead, and the MGMUA president chose French composer Eric Serra to write the music. Much like the
previous film and in my opinion MGM-UA had made yet another mistake with their
selection. Serra delivered a very disappointing score that offered very little of Bond
traditions or sound. The title song was a big hit globally and hit top ten in the UK and
reached number two in the USA charts. Once again, the title song had no connection
with the music composer and therefore did not feature in his score. This to me was
an important ingredient, but MGM-UA felt they were right and ignored that factor.
For me, the GoldenEye score was most lacking which proves that it takes more than
just using the James Bond Theme many times to create a Bond score. In my opinion
both GoldenEye and Licence To Kill certainly have the weakest scores of the 17 films
to date.
Following a two year wait Brosnan returned in his second Bond with Tomorrow
Never Dies that premiered December 1997. MGM-UA were still keen to bring John
Barry back, but negotiations did not go well as the company refused to give Barry
complete musical control. They also refused to meet his minimal fee for scoring a
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film and that must have felt like a massive insult to a five- time Oscar winner, they
also had the audacity to offer him even less money than his basic fee. A very young
English composer from Luton – David Arnold had written the score for MGM-UA’s
Stargate and later to write the music for the mega hit Independence Day. Arnold
was approached and was reluctant to sign up until he spoke to John Barry who told
Arnold to go for it as the young man was the rightful heir. David Arnold’s first Bond
was superb in every way with some amazing themes and none better than his own
composition of the song Tomorrow Never Dies. Arnold used that theme in several
sequences in the film to great effect, but sadly his song was relegated and used on
the closing credits and re-titled Surrender where it was sung by k.d.Lang. MGM-UA
wanted a high-profile singer for the title song and settled for Sheryl Crow to sing her
own composition co-written with Mitchell Froom. I personally feel the David Arnold
song should have been used for the opening credits as it is by far better than Crow’s
song which I find rather dreary and low key. Yet another decision blunder! Arnold’s
Surrender (Tomorrow Never Dies) is by far meatier and of course features in the main
score unlike Sheryl Crow’s mediocre effort. Arnold was indeed the rightful heir as
he delivered a score that embraced John Barry’s sound along with reflecting modern
trends. Listen to Arnold’s beautiful music for the track Paris and Bond, it might be
short but it’s so gorgeous! Arnold had arrived paying great respect to Barry and created
a brilliant backdrop to Brosnan’s best Bond.
We next found The World Is Not Enough opening December 1999. The producers
were delighted with David Arnold’s score for the previous film and he was now offered
the chance to compose both the score and title song and thus became the only Bond
composer other than John Barry to be asked to score a second film. Don Black returned
to write the lyrics for Arnold’s title song where the band Garbage were selected to sing
it. Arnold’s score was yet again very good where he was able to incorporate his song
title theme into his score. This theme fitted in very well and in my opinion, worked
better as an instrumental compared to the vocal version. When thinking of many of
the great Bond scores, they are so much better when the main title song theme can be
incorporated within the complete score. I often felt that both song and score can feed
off each other and actually promote the whole package even more.
We had to wait three years for Die Another Day to premiere at the biggest Bond
opening ever at the Royal Albert Hall November 2002 and was the first time a Bond
film had been chosen for the Royal Film Performance. The previous film had grossed
a large amount of money, but MGM were disappointed by the lack of success of the
Garbage title track in the USA. David Arnold was re-appointed for his third Bond
having delivered two very good scores. However, MGM again wanted a very high
-profile singer/songwriter to write and perform the title song and selected Madonna.
For me, the song was very ordinary and nothing special and certainly ranked very low
in the Bond songs catalogue. To be honest, I only saw this film once and did not buy
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the CD, but felt the score was quite average as the entire experience of the film was of
a huge disappointment. Madonna’s song sold well both in the USA and UK and was
nominated for a Golden Globe and a Grammy Award, so the public and industry both
took to it and Madonna’s selection by MGM was justified even though I disliked it.
It was then a four year wait for the next film and of course for Daniel Craig
replacing Brosnan as 007 when Casino Royale premiered November 2006 at the
Royal Film Performance. David Arnold was retained to write the score and also asked
to collaborate with rock singer Chris Cornell to write the title song. Arnold came
up with the brilliant title You Know My Name as the producers were demanding a
belting rock song like Live And Let Die. Cornell and Arnold certainly delivered a
very powerful song and one with a tremendous driving rock theme that Arnold was
able to incorporate into his excellent score. This powerful and brilliant theme features
throughout the film and delivers a huge punch. Just a great shame that for the first
time a title song was omitted from the CD as Cornell released it as a single. Arnold
also gave us some other lovely music and none better than two gorgeous tracks Vesper
and City of Lovers. They might be short tracks on the CD, but it really shows how
gifted David Arnold is and proves he certainly knows what is required of a Bond film
where he has listened hard and learnt from John Barry’s great volume of work. It was a
risk not to play the famous Bond theme until the end of the film, but one can feel for
certain the Bond music is in safe hands.
Two years later October 2008 Quantum Of Solace opened to mixed reviews.
However, David Arnold was back composing the score, but not the title song that was
sung by Jack White and Alicia Keys where White wrote the song. Personally, I find
the song Another Way To Die a disappointment and place it on par with Madonna’s
Die Another Day as the two worst Bond songs. Surprisingly the song hit number nine
in the UK, but a poor 81 in the USA charts. Arnold does provide some good tracks
on the CD, but I cannot equate it to the film as I did not see it. However, we know
that Arnold wrote a lot of the score based on characters rather than on the film and
plot itself and this might explain why the score is not a great one and fragmented at
times, but the CD still contains much of value. The public had mixed views on the
song rather similar to the film itself, but the film still grossed a massive amount at the
box office and took only slightly less than Casino Royale.
We then had a four year wait for Skyfall to open October 2012 where Thomas
Newman was taken on to write the score as David Arnold was busy working on the
Olympic games music. The singer Adele together with Paul Epworth co-wrote the
title song with Adele on vocals providing a massive hit throughout the world where
it reached number one in eleven countries and number two in the UK. The song also
won an Oscar. I am not able to comment on the score as I did not see the film and
did not purchase the CD. But I’ve heard the Adele song many times where I found it
quite good, but nothing more. However, a great number of fans and people rate it very
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highly. Some fans also feel Thomas Newman wrote a good score and some tell me it
was adequate or even poor.
Next to arrive was Spectre opening three years later in October 2015. Thomas
Newman was back to write the score while Sam Smith and Jimmy Napes wrote the
title song – Writing’s On The Wall where Smith provided the vocals. Once again, I am
unable to comment on the score or CD as I did not see the film and did not buy the
CD. The title song was reasonable, but Smith’s vocal sits uncomfortably. I have been
informed by some fans that Newman’s score was again mediocre and barely sufficient.
Others say it fitted the film well.
Following a six year wait No Time To Die finally premiered at the Royal Albert
Hall September 2021. The long wait was extended as the Covid Pandemic prevented
it opening twice during 2020. The prolific composer Hans Zimmer was drafted in to
compose the score where I do own the CD and feel Zimmer has delivered a good score
displaying some lovely moments. He manages to incorporate two John Barry classic
pieces from On Her Majesty’s Secret Service – We Have All The Time In The World
plus the OHMSS main theme. Zimmer has also superbly included the theme from
the title song written by Billie Eilish that’s sung by her. The song starts most softly
but begins to build and while it’s not my favourite Bond song, it certainly becomes
most haunting. I am not a fan of Billie Eilish’s voice, but she obviously delivered a
very poignant song. Zimmer’s variations on that theme are also haunting and rather
beautiful. The final Zimmer track on the CD is stunning and also includes the Eilish
theme to great effect. The track is called Final Ascent that starts extremely quiet with
a very solemn cello and moves to Zimmer’s full orchestra culminating in a beautiful
strings arrangement that increases to a glorious crescendo. It’s a very moving piece of
music indeed! The Bond score is 25 films not out where No Time To Die end credits
still state– James Bond Will Return!

Opposite: Sean Connery on location in Amsterdam for Diamonds are Forever and Daniel
Craig in Berlin for the German premiere of Spectre
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